To get to the The Park from Forres, turn left at Kinloss, heading towards Finfhorn village.
About 1½ miles down this road, after the RAF landing strip, you will see a turn off to the
right, as shown below, sign-posted “Findhorn Foundation & Community”. Turn into this and
after 10mm turn left.

Walk straight up the runway, past the Phoenix shop on your right. Then just after you pass
the community centre on your left, there is a driveway going left, and to your right opposite
it is a little pathway amongst the bushes, leading to a yellow, wooden house with a red
roof, as shown below. Walk down this path.

After about 15m, there is a little shed on your left, where our keys are kept.

The first third of the shed is allocated to us, while the remainder is used as a “baby
boutique”. There is a light switch right above your head as you go in. The key-safe and
computer are on the right and the electric bike, 2 extra seats for Berlingo and a selection of
child seats are kept on the left. The key-safe uses the same combination as the others.
You must press C for Clear first, then turn the knob clockwise. Please remember to push
the door fully shut once you have taken the keys, and to properly shut the shed door, so it
does not flap in the wind. You can check your booking on the computer.

If you cannot find the keys, first check if they have fallen onto the floor of the safe. If they
are not there, first check your booking to see if you booked the right car. If that is okay,
then check if the car is there. To get to where the cars are parked, come out the shed, turn
left and walk towards the yellow house, then follow the path round to your right, down the
hill 20m, and you will see the parking bays facing you on the left.
If the car is there, check on the computer who had the car last and give them a phone –
they could have forgotten to put the key back. A phone list is pinned to the wall of the shed.
If necessary, you may have to use the spare keys, which are kept in another box around
the corner. The keys for the spare key-box are kept in the bottom left of the key-safe. Take
them, go out the shed and turn left. As you walk towards the yellow house look about 20m
forward, a little to the left, and you will see a small, blue, wooden bike shed under some
trees, as shown below.

The spare keys are in a box on the left hand wall as you enter. If the original keys have
been returned to their place when you get back, then please remember to return the spare
keys to the spare key box.

